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Here, we report on the discovery in Caenorhabditis nematodes of
multiple vertically transmitted RNAs coding for putative RNA-
dependent RNA polymerases. Their sequences share similarity to
distinct RNA viruses, including bunyaviruses, narnaviruses, and
sobemoviruses. The sequences are present exclusively as RNA
and are not found in DNA form. The RNAs persist in progeny after
bleach treatment of adult animals, indicating vertical transmission
of the RNAs. We tested one of the infected strains for transmission
to an uninfected strain and found that mating of infected animals
with uninfected animals resulted in infected progeny. By in situ
hybridization, we detected several of these RNAs in the cyto-
plasm of the male and female germline of the nematode host. The
Caenorhabditis hosts were found defective in degrading exogenous
double-stranded RNAs, which may explain retention of viral-like
RNAs. Strikingly, one strain, QG551, harbored three distinct virus-
like RNA elements. Specific patterns of small RNAs complementary
to the different viral-like RNAs were observed, suggesting that the
different RNAs are differentially recognized by the RNA interfer-
ence (RNAi) machinery. While vertical transmission of viruses in
the family Narnaviridae, which are known as capsidless viruses,
has been described in fungi, these observations provide evidence
that multicellular animal cells harbor similar viruses.
Caenorhabditis | vertical transmission | viral RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase | bunyavirus | narnavirus
Symbionts are transmitted through host generations in dif-ferent manners (we use here the word “symbiont” in the
sense of “living together”). Schematically, the smaller symbiotic
partner may have intracellular or extracellular forms and be
transmitted horizontally or vertically to progeny. An example
of a vertically transmitted symbiont is the intracellular bacteria
Wolbachia, which resides directly inside the host oocyte cyto-
plasm and is thus passed to the next generation (1, 2).
Eukaryotic viruses are often horizontally transmitted, but
some are vertically transmitted: for example, fungal totiviruses
(3) or the Drosophila melanogaster sigma virus (4). An extreme
form of vertical transmission is the integration of retroviruses or
transposons in the host genome, for which the distinction between
host and symbiont becomes unclear (e.g., ref. 5 in Caenorhabditis).
In unicellular organisms, vertically transmitted viral nucleic acids
may be replicated and passed to the mitotic or meiotic progeny
cells without going through a capsid-covered virion stage. Such
entities are called capsidless viruses, and their nucleic acid usually
encodes the polymerase that enables their replication (6).
The best-studied capsidless viruses are the narnaviruses of
fungi coding for an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP)
only (7–9). The narnaviral RNA of the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (7–9) encodes an RdRP and is passed through cell di-
visions. Some Narnaviridae family members of the Mitovirus genus
replicate in mitochondria (10) and possibly evolved from bacte-
riophages (6). Narnaviridae are also found in other protists, such as
oomycetes (11). Related RNA sequences were detected by se-
quencing animals (12), although it remains unclear whether the
animals or associated fungi or protists are the actual hosts. A
further reduction is known with plant viroids: the viroid RNA does
not encode any protein and depends solely on host proteins for
replication (13, 14). To our knowledge, capsidless viruses have
been described in plants, oomycetes, and fungi but not in animals.
Bunyaviruses are negative-strand RNA viruses, meaning that
the noncoding strand is packaged in the virion. Note that the
notion of negative- or positive-strand viruses depends on the
presence of a virion stage and may thus be inapplicable if no
such stage takes place in a cellular vertical transmission mode.
Bunyaviruses usually include 3 segments, encoding an RdRP, a
nucleoprotein, and an accessory glycoprotein. The RNAs are 5′
capped by a cap-snatching mechanism (15) and enveloped in
Golgi-derived membranes (16–18). So far, no form of bunyaviruses
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without an enveloped stage has been demonstrated, but in some
cases, only an RdRP has been reported by sequencing (compare
with in Drosophila flies) (table S2 of ref. 19).
Sobemoviruses are positive-stranded RNA viruses. They infect
plants but are also found associated with insects, such as the
Ixodes scapularis (tick) Associated Virus 2 (20). The RdRP
protein is expressed via a ribosomal frameshifting mechanism
facilitated by a canonical slippery sequence UUUAAAC (21).
The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has become a prime
model to study interactions with other organisms, such as bac-
teria, fungi, microsporidia, oomycetes, or viruses (22). Yet so far,
no vertically transmitted symbiont has been found other than
transposons and retroelements in the genome (5, 23) or an
artificially introduced virus in a mutant background (24). In-
tracellular Wolbachia bacteria have been found to infect other
nematodes but not Caenorhabditis (25). We previously found the
first viruses to infect Caenorhabditis by noticing intestinal cell
degeneration (26). However, all viruses isolated in this manner
belonged to a single family related to nodaviruses; they infect
intestinal cells only and are horizontally transmitted through the
fecal–oral route (26–28).
High-throughput sequencing has revolutionized virus discov-
ery by the ability to detect viral-like DNA or RNA sequences in
diverse sample types (12, 19, 29–31). Sequencing alone does not
suffice to determine in which hosts these nucleic acids reside:
animal or plant samples may contain other eukaryotes, such as
fungi. We here report on sequencing of RNA preparations of
cultures of wild-caught Caenorhabditis nematodes and the dis-
covery of vertically transmitted viral-like RNA sequences coding
for putative RdRPs. These sequences are not present as DNA
and must thus replicate exclusively as RNAs. By in situ hybrid-
ization, we localize these RNAs to the nematode germline as
well as soma. We further show that the infected host strains are
defective in degrading exogenous double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs)
and detected specific patterns of small RNAs (sRNAs) com-
plementary to the different viral-like RNAs. Caenorhabditis
nematodes are thus animal hosts harboring narnavirus se-
quences. Furthermore, the detection of bunya-like sequences
without evidence of an accompanying capsid as well as sobemo-
like viral RNAs suggests that a wide range of such viral RNA
elements can persist in animal hosts.
Results
Vertically Transmitted RNA Molecules Coding for Viral RdRPs in Wild
Caenorhabditis.Horizontally transmitted intestinal viruses related
to nodaviruses (26–28) had previously been identified in wild
nematodes displaying intestinal symptoms. Here, we screened
for viral sequences in an unbiased manner by sequencing RNA
preparations of Caenorhabditis natural strains without selection
for a disease phenotype. Multiple samples yielded noda-like viruses
as described elsewhere (28).
Other than noda-like viruses, we found in the RNA preparations
of a small number of Caenorhabditis strains (of ca. 200 processed
strains) one or more RNA molecules encoding putative RdRPs
related to those of RNA viruses (Table 1). In Caenorhabditis
nematodes, bleach treatment kills all developmental stages except
the embryos (SI Appendix) and eliminates microbial associates
from the culture. For each RNA, we thus tested for their direct
association with the nematode and their transmission mode using a
bleach treatment of the nematode culture followed by RT-PCR
and/or in situ hybridization.
Identification of bunya-like viral RdRPs. The first viral RdRP detected
by sequencing was found in the Caenorhabditis brenneri strain
JU1396 from Colombia. Combining next generation sequencing
(NGS) and 3′ rapid amplification of complementary DNA ends-
PCR, we obtained a contig of 7,968 nucleotides (nt) encoding an
open reading frame (ORF) of 2,639 amino acids (aa) (Fig. 1A). Its
sequence is highly divergent from any known sequence. By basic
local alignment search tool (BLAST) analysis, its central region
(aa 500 to 1,800) displays greatest similarity to RdRP sequences
of viral family Phenuiviridae in the order Bunyavirales (32); the
N-terminal and C-terminal regions do not match anything in the
databases. Specifically, the protein shares 29 and 28% amino
acid identity with Gouleako (17) and Cumuto (18) goukoviruses,
respectively. Phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 1B) demonstrated that
this sequence is also related to bunya viral-like sequences re-
cently found associated with insect or vertebrate parasitic nem-
atodes (12).
The genomes of canonical bunyaviruses, including Gouleako
and Cumuto goukoviruses, are composed of 3 negative–single-
strand RNA [(−)ssRNA] segments: large, medium, and small. In
the JU1396 strain, however, no other viral-like RNA molecules
could be detected by read alignment. The 2 other segments may
thus be absent in JU1396; alternatively, they may have diverged
beyond our ability to recognize them using alignment tools, such
as BLAST.
Through further sampling and sequencing, we found 3 addi-
tional bunya-like viral RNAs encoding RdRPs: 2 in Caenorhabditis
remanei (a 3,841-nt contig in strain QG551 from Japan; a 2,440-nt
contig in JU2557 from France) and 1 in Caenorhabditis zanzibari (a
1,538-nt contig in JU3236 from Mayotte). As with JU1396, no
medium or small segment-like RNAs were detected (Table 1).
Their relationships to the closest RdRP protein sequences in
the databases are shown in Fig. 1B. Three of them appear in a
clade including insect-borne goukoviruses and nematode-
associated sequences (Fig. 1B), while the RdRP sequence in











of RdRP Accession no. Name
JU1396 C. brenneri Near Medellin,
Colombia
2008 7,968 Bunyavirus KM580531 C. brenneri Colombia
bunya-like virus
QG551 C. remanei Okinawa, Japan 2011 3,841 Bunyavirus MN272066 C. remanei Okinawa
bunya-like virus
QG551 C. remanei Okinawa, Japan 2011 3,189 Narnavirus MN272067 C. remanei Okinawa
narnavirus
QG551 C. remanei Okinawa, Japan 2011 1,844 Sobemovirus MN272068 C. remanei Okinawa
sobemo-
like virus
JU2557 C. remanei Illkirch, France 2013 2,440 Bunyavirus MN272069 C. remanei Illkirch
bunya-like virus
JU3236 C. zanzibari M’Tsangamouji, Mayotte 2017 1,538 Bunyavirus MN272070 C. zanzibari Mayotte
bunya-like virus
























































C. remanei JU2557 was more closely related to insect-transmitted
phleboviruses, such as Kabuto mountain virus (42% identity)
and Sandfly and Rift Valley fever viruses (Fig. 1B).
All 4 tested bunya-like RdRP RNAs could still be detected
after several rounds of bleaching and culture from the bleached
embryos (Fig. 1 C and D), demonstrating that the RNA was
directly associated with the nematode and likely vertically
transmitted through the germline.
We tested whether these viral-like RNA molecules could be
transcribed from DNA. In all 3 tested strains, PCR amplification
occurred after the RNA preparation was reverse transcribed but
not when a DNA preparation was used (Fig. 1 C and D), dem-
onstrating that these sequences were not present in DNA form.
Narnaviral RdRP. Next, we detected RNA sequences coding for an
RdRP with similarity to narnaviruses (3,189-nt contig in C. remanei
QG551) (Fig. 2A). Narnaviruses are capsidless viruses of yeasts
with a single RNA segment encoding an RdRP (6, 8, 9, 33). The
QG551 narnavirus-like RdRP protein sequence was most closely
related to those of the 23S narnavirus of S. cerevisiae (33) (954 aa,
34% amino acid similarity) and Point Douro narnavirus (841 aa,
32% similarity) found by sequencing mosquitoes (34) (Fig. 2B).
The current QG551 narnavirus contig is slightly longer than the
complete 23S narnavirus sequence and may be near full length. At
the 3′ end, the sequence includes a stop codon and a 99-nt un-
translated region (Fig. 2A) containing 3 potential hairpin struc-
tures as reported for 2 S. cerevisiae narnaviruses (33). At the 5′
end, the 7th amino acid of the ORF aligns with the 11th of the 23S
narnavirus, suggesting that, while the ORF lacks an initiation co-
don, very few amino acids may be missing.
After bleaching and RT-PCR, we found that the QG551 narnavirus
RNA is transmitted vertically (Fig. 2D). Again, PCR amplification
only occurred after the nucleic acid preparation was reverse tran-
scribed (Fig. 2D), showing that the sequence was not present as DNA.
Sobemo-like viral RdRP. Additionally, we detected in C. remanei
QG551 a 1,844-nt RNA sequence encoding a putative RdRP
(Fig. 2A) with a best BLAST to Behai shrimp virus 5 and Hubei
sobemo-like virus 23 found in an Odanata mix in China (12).
These sequences are related to the (+)ssRNA genus Sobemovirus,
which infects plants, arthropods being putative vectors (Fig.
2C). The QG551 sobemo-like sequence codes a predicted pro-
tein of 382 aa from AUG to Stop. The reading frame is open for
263 nt (121 aa) 5′ to the first AUG at nucleotide 702; thus, it is
possible that non-AUG translation initiation leads to expression
of a larger protein (Fig. 2A). The RNA upstream region in
Fig. 1. Several RNAs detected in Caenorhabditis wild isolates code for viral RdRPs related to bunyaviruses. (A) Schematic representation of the bunyavirus-
like contigs. The black line represents the noncoding strand (as is usual for bunyaviruses), with the arrow indicating the coding direction. The protein is
represented below in gray, with the RdRP similarity in green and the reverse transcriptase (RT) domain in dark green. (B) Phylogenetic analysis of the 4
Caenorhabditis RdRPs aligning to bunyaviruses using our sequences (in red), their best BLAST counterparts, a representative subset of bunyavirus sequences
from ref. 18, and those associated with vertebrate or plant nematodes (12, 66) (marked with red lines). The relationships were inferred using maximum
likelihood based on 333 alignable positions and tested using 200 bootstraps. Branch lengths are scaled to the number of amino acid substitutions per site. The
percentage of trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap analysis is shown next to the branches. (C and D) The bunyavirus-like
sequences are found under an RNA form and not under a DNA form. The electrophoresis gels show the products of RT-PCR on RNA preparations and of direct
PCR on RNase-treated DNA preparations, with a positive PCR control using actin primers. The PCRs within each panel were performed in parallel. Sequencing
of PCR products yielded the same sequences as found earlier. Bp, base pair.



















































addition contains a putative ORF possibly extending on 223 aa,
with no similarity in databases (called ORF-X in Fig. 2A).
Sobemoviruses characteristically encode a slippery sequence
AAAUUUC for ribosomal frameshifting, but this sequence was
not detected in this contig; however, we cannot rule out a
frameshift at the end of ORF-X. After bleaching and RT-PCR, we
found that the sobemo-like viral RNA was also transmitted ver-
tically in C. remanei QG551 and could only be amplified after
reverse transcription (Fig. 2D).
To further verify that the viral-like RdRP sequences were only
found under an RNA form and not a DNA form, we sequenced
DNA from each of the 4 isolates at a coverage sufficient to find
hundreds of reads against single-copy genes in the nematode ge-
nomes (Table 2). Except for 1 read (likely a contamination from
experiments or a rare reverse transcription event in the host or
during sample preparation), we did not detect any reads mapping
to viral RdRPs. We conclude from the PCR and high-throughput
sequencing experiments that the viral-like RdRPs are not present
under a DNA form in Caenorhabditis hosts.
Collectively, these results demonstrate that Caenorhabditis
nematodes harbor multiple symbionts that are vertically trans-
mitted in their germline under the form of RNA molecules
coding for viral-like RdRPs.
Germline and Soma Localization by Single-Molecule Fluorescent In
Situ Hybridization. We tested the localization of the viral-like
RNA molecules using single-molecule fluorescent in situ hy-
bridization (smFISH) (35). For these, we designed sets of 30 to
Fig. 2. RNAs detected in C. remanei QG551 code for
various viral RdRPs. (A) Schematic representation of
the narnavirus- and sobemovirus-like contigs. The
black line represents the contig. The protein is repre-
sented in gray, with the regions similar to narnaviruses
in blue and to sobemoviruses in orange. A puta-
tive upstream ORF is indicated (ORF-X). RT, reverse
transcriptase domain. (B) Maximum likelihood phy-
logenetic analysis of the QG551 narnaviral-like RdRP
(in red) using best BLAST counterparts and the
Phytophthora infestans virus 4 RdRP chosen as a
distant relative based on ref. 8. The relationships
were inferred based on 562 positions and tested using
100 bootstraps. (C) Maximum likelihood phylogenetic
analysis of the QG551 sobemo-like RdRP (in red) using
best BLAST counterparts and sobemovirus sequences
chosen using ref. 21. The relationships were inferred
based on 323 positions and tested using 100 boot-
straps. (D) RT-PCR on RNA preparations and direct PCR
on DNA preparations for sequences from C. remanei
QG551 aligning to various viruses. The PCRs were
performed in parallel with those in Fig. 1C. Sequenc-
ing of PCR products yielded the same sequences as
found earlier.
























































50 oligonucleotide probes (SI Appendix, Table S2), which when
hybridized as a pool, can detect a single RNA molecule appearing
as a dot slightly above the background at long exposure times. The
viral-like RNA molecules proved far less abundant than the RNAs
of the intestinal noda-like viruses (36).
As could be expected from elements that are vertically trans-
mitted, the bunyavirus-like and narna-like RNAs were detected in
the germline, in C. brenneri JU1396 and C. remaneiQG551 in both
sexes (Figs. 3 and 4). Probe specificity was tested using negative
control strains C. brenneri PB2801 and C. remanei PB4641 (SI
Appendix, Figs. S1–S3) and a positive control probe for the elt-2
homolog (a gut-expressed gene) in the same animal. No dot
staining was detected with the viral-like RNA probes, whereas an
elt-2 probe showed the characteristic dot staining of single mes-
senger RNAs, showing that this particular animal was sufficiently
permeabilized.
In C. brenneri JU1396 stained for the bunya-like negative-strand
RNA (using a plus-strand probe), fluorescent dots were detected in
sperm cells in the male seminal vesicle or after transfer to the
female spermatheca (Fig. 3 A, B, and F). In the female germline,
perinuclear aggregates were observed in early meiotic oocytes before
the gonadal arm turn, while the staining spread in the cytoplasm of
later oocytes (Fig. 3 A and J). Staining was also detected in somatic
tissues, such as the pharynx, head, and anterior gut cells called int1
(37) (Fig. 3 C and D), and in embryos. The 2 strands at least par-
tially colocalized (Fig. 3 F–H and J–L), suggesting the possible
presence of double-stranded molecules or at least colocalization at
the subcellular level. From the NGS data, the relative abundance of
negative strand to positive strand was ∼1.9:1 (1,896 vs. 1,000 reads).
In C. remanei QG551, the probe against the bunyaviral-like positive
strand also stained the male and female germlines; sperm cells
appeared particularly bright (Fig. 4A). Some staining could be seen
in the soma. We found 49 reads on the negative strand and 26 reads on
the positive strand (from a total of 3,056,999 reads). For the QG551
narnavirus, probes for either strand stained the male and female
germlines, but in this case, the 2 strands did not colocalize (Fig. 4B).
In C. remanei JU2557, the fluorescent in situ hybridization
(FISH) signal against the bunyaviral-like negative strand was weak
(which may be in part due to the shorter sequences, allowing for
the synthesis of only 30 probes) (SI Appendix, Table S2), with
signal in the female germline and the head.
We further screened by FISH wild strains of C. brenneri and C.
remanei from the same or other geographical locations but could
not detect any signal, except what we took as a perhaps faint
signal in C. brenneri CB5161 with the JU1396 probe (SI Ap-
pendix, Table S3). We performed RT-PCR and sequenced RNAs
from the CB5161 strain, but we could not detect any bunyaviral-
like molecules. Thus, if present in CB5161, the viral-like RNA
molecules must be at a very low level.
Using the probe against the JU1396 bunya-like RNA, we
tested whether both C. brenneri females and males could trans-
mit the RNA molecule by performing crosses of JU1396 with
JU1397 in both directions, with a single female and a single male
per cross. For each combination, the transmission was clear,
while animals arising from a control negative cross never show
staining (SI Appendix, Table S4). The negative result in one cross
with JU1396 could be a failure of detection, a genetic poly-
morphism in resistance segregating in one parental strain, or an
incomplete transmission rate. Overall, this shows that both sexes
could transmit the RNA molecule as expected from the locali-
zation of the bunyaviral RNA in both sperm and oocyte.
The Infected Caenorhabditis Strains Are Incompetent for Exogenous
RNA Interference. Replication by an RdRP creates at least tran-
siently a dsRNA intermediate, which may be recognized by the host
RNA interference (RNAi) machinery. As variation in RNAi path-
way efficiency has been observed within species of Caenorhabditis
(38–43), we wondered whether RNAi was active in the strains car-
rying viral-like RNAs. Because many Caenorhabditis wild strains do
not respond to dsRNAs in their environment (39, 40), we injected in
vitro synthesized dsRNAs into the syncytial female germline. We
targeted a somatic-acting gene unc-22, in which inactivation causes
the animals to twitch, and germline-acting embryonic-lethal genes
cyk-4 and pos-1 (Fig. 5). We used the endogenous gene sequences
of the strain and took a reference strain of the same species as a
positive control for RNAi.
As expected, RNAi worked well in both soma and germline of
the reference C. brenneri LKC28 strain (Fig. 5). However, C. brenneri
JU1396 was incompetent for RNAi on unc-22 and cyk-4 dsRNA
injections (Fig. 5). Similarly, while the C. remanei PB4641 strain was
competent for RNAi, QG551 was incompetent in both soma (unc-22)
and germline (pos-1). Thus, exogenous RNAi is defective in the
2 tested strains where we found vertically transmitted viral RdRPs.
sRNAs Mapping to the Viral RNAs. Partial defects in RNAi pathways
do not prevent the formation of sRNAs, at least as degradation
products. We, therefore, sought to detect sRNAs matching the
viral-like RNAs. We prepared sRNA libraries of C. brenneri
JU1396 and C. remanei QG551 after phosphatase treatment so
that the sRNAs with 5′ mono-, di-, and triphosphates would all be
included. We mapped the sRNAs to the viral-like genomes of each
strain (and of the other strain as a control); 2.6% of sRNAs in C.
brenneri JU1396 mapped to the bunyaviral-like RNA of that strain
Table 2. Summary of alignments to viral contigs, single-copy genes, and reference genomes
Host strain
Nematode
species No. of reads
No. of reads
that map to
viral-like contigs Single-copy gene
Single-copy
gene, bp
No. of reads that
map to unspliced gene
No. of BLASTn
alignments of single-
copy gene to reference
JU1396 C. brenneri 76,901,650 0 Cbn-hum-6 7,952 2,928 1
Cbn-tbc-19 7,969 2,552 1
JU2557 C. remanei 61,931,642 0 Cre-fmo-4 2,207 1,096 1
Cre-snx-27 2,452 927 1
QG551 C. remanei 76,828,314 1 Cre-ears-1 3,805 2,406 1
Cre-mog-1 3,726 2,105 1
Cre-eyg-1 1,798 396 1
Cre-srx-44 1,765 1,295 1
Cre-grl-25 3,213 1,472 1
Cre-cpt-6 3,123 1,719 1
JU3236 C. zanzibari 99,643,102 0 g22162.t1 1,485 564 1
g22153.t1 1,473 336 1
JU1396, JU2557, and JU3236 produced no alignments to detected viral-like contigs. QG551 produced one alignment to the narna-like contig. Single-copy
nematode genes produced several hundreds or thousands of reads.



















































Fig. 3. Localization of the bunyaviral-like RNA in C. brenneri JU1396 animals. (A–D) FISH against the minus strand of the JU1396 bunya-like viral sequence
(using a plus-strand probe labeled with Quasar670; shown in red) and DAPI staining of nuclei (blue). The bunya-like RNA is found in germline (A and B) and
somatic tissues (C and D). SI Appendix, Fig. S1 shows negative controls. (E–L) Colocalization of both RNA strands in male (E–H) and female (I–L) gonads. The
nuclei are labeled with DAPI (E and I). The minus and plus strands of the bunya-like RNA are labeled with probes bound to Quasar670 (F and J) and
CALFluorRed 610 (G and K), respectively. The merge of the Quasar670 and CALFluorRed 610 channels is shown in H and L, and a zoomed-in view is provided
below each FISH panel. The CALFluorRed610 channel (green in the merge) yields more background than the Quasar670 channel, rendering the signal more
difficult to detect. (Scale bars: 50 μm.)
























































(and as expected, 0.00% mapped to that of C. remaneiQG551). In
C. remanei QG551, 0.03% mapped to the QG551 bunyavirus-like
RNA (0.00% to the JU1396 bunyaviral sequences), while 1.0%
mapped to the narnavirus-like RNA (Fig. 6E shows a graph of the
proportion scaled to RNA genome size). The sRNAs were thus more
abundant for the bunyaviral-like RNAs in JU1396 than in QG551.
We analyzed the sRNA distribution according to 3 criteria
(Fig. 6 A–D): 1) mapping to the positive (coding) or negative
(noncoding) strand of the viral-like RNA, 2) sRNA length, and
3) first nucleotide at the 5′ end. For example, “22G” means an
sRNA of 22 nt with a 5′ guanine.
The 2 bunyavirus-like RNAs elicited different responses in their
respective hosts. The C. brenneri JU1396 bunya-like RNA elicited
a strong sRNA response (2.6% of all sRNA reads vs. 0.03% for the
QG551 bunya-like RNA) that was dominated by negative-strand
22G sRNAs (Fig. 6A), while for the C. remanei QG551 bunya-like
RNA, an enrichment for negative-strand 22A sRNAs was observed
(Fig. 6B). Similarly, the sobemo-like viral RdRP segment elicited a
Fig. 4. Localization of viral-like RNAs in C. remanei QG551. (A) FISH against the plus strand of the QG551 bunya-like viral sequences (probe labeled with
CALFluorRed610; displayed in red) and DAPI staining (blue). (B) FISH against the minus (labeled with CALFluorRed610; red in the merge) and plus (labeled
with Quasar670; green in the merge) strands of the QG551 narna-like viral sequences. The RNA molecules are found in the female and male germlines. The
2 strands do not colocalize. (Scale bars: 50 μm.)



















































weak sRNA response with a negative-strand 22A pattern like the
QG551 bunya virus (Fig. 6D). C. remanei QG551 was, however,
able to mount a response against the narnavirus of predominantly
22G sRNAs (Fig. 6C). Interestingly, the sRNA patterns correlated
with their abundance (i.e., the viral-like RNAs with higher relative
abundance favored negative-strand 22G sRNAs).
Discussion
Vertically Transmitted RdRP-Coding RNA Molecules in Caenorhabditis.
We describe endogenous vertically transmitted RNAs of viral
origin in Caenorhabditis nematodes. Vertical transmission through
the germline is demonstrated by persistence of the RNAs after
repeated bleach treatments and their in situ localization in the
male and female germline. Whether horizontal transmission may
also occur remains unknown.
Viral-like RNAs encoding an RdRP are able to replicate in
the host cytoplasm and propagate through the germline without
leaving the cellular environment, as narnaviruses and totiviruses
do in fungi (3). The identification of narnavirus sequences in
Caenorhabditis nematodes is an instance of a capsidless virus in
animals. The bunyavirus-like sequences may also represent capsidless
viral elements, as we were unable to identify sequences corresponding
to a viral capsid-like protein in these strains. We tried to detect viral-
like structures by electron microscopy in oocytes and the smaller
sperm cells of C. brenneri JU1396 and failed to detect any (A.R.
and M.-A.F.). Because the animal germline is a continuous cel-
lular lineage that gives rise to both germline and soma, viral
RNAs can replicate and be passed to further generations without
ever exiting or entering cells. The Caenorhabditis germline is
syncytial, achieving perhaps more readily the distribution of
molecules into gametes. Self-replicating RNAs may be expected
to find their way in the syncytial germline of nematodes, if the
hosts are able to counter them by specific mechanisms.
In their extensive invertebrate virus dataset, Shi et al. (12) find
nucleoproteins and glycoproteins of bunyaviruses associated with
arthropods and gastropods. However, from sequencing of nematode
samples, a single RdRP-encoding fragment was observed, and no
nucleoproteins or glycoproteins were observed, further strength-
ening the possibility that nematodes may harbor RdRP-encoding
RNA in the absence of other proteins typical of that viral family.
We cannot, however, rule out the possibility that the strains
harboring bunya-like RdRps also encode highly divergent capsid
or glycoprotein sequences that are not recognizable by alignment.
Viral sequences evolve rapidly, and the capsid may be unrecog-
nizable as such, exchanged among viruses (44), or replaced by a
host protein (45). Even though an infective virion is in principle
not needed for vertical transmission, it may aid movement be-
tween tissues and possibly allow horizontal transmission to the
same or another host species (6).
Diversity of Phylogenetic Relationships of the RdRP RNAs. We found
a diverse set of viral-like RNAs in various Caenorhabditis species.
We found one example of an RdRP sequence related to those
of the family Narnaviridae, known to be capsidless RNA viruses
(6, 8). Here, we show that narnaviral sequences propagate ver-
tically through the germline of a multicellular organism.
Most frequently detected were RNAs coding for RdRPs belonging
to the order Bunyavirales, with at least 2 evolutionary origins (Fig. 1B).
These occurrences were widespread in terms of geography
(4 continents) and host species (3 Caenorhabditis species). The
Bunyavirales include viruses infecting vertebrates and nonvertebrates;
many are transmitted to vertebrates by arthropods (16, 46).
The diversity of phylogenetic placement of the viral-like RNA
molecules found in Caenorhabditis suggests that entry and
replication inside these nematodes occurred multiple times inde-
pendently. Because these molecules were found in only few C.
brenneri, C. remanei, and C. zanzibari strains, it is possible that
they were gained independently within each species, originally
by horizontal transmission.
Specific Hosts and Their sRNA Response.Whereas other strains of C.
brenneri and C. remanei are able to mount an RNAi response,
the hosts C. brenneri JU1396 and C. remanei QG551 are both
defective (Fig. 5) (40, 47). Remarkably, QG551 harbors at least
3 different viral-like RNAs in its germline. This is likely a result
of its deficient RNAi response: a permissive state for self-
replicating RNAs of this C. remanei strain may have favored
the accumulation of replicating RNAs in its germline.
Despite their incompetence for RNAi, we observe in C.
brenneri JU1396 and C. remanei QG551 sRNAs against the viral
sequences in a proportion of a few percent of total sRNAs. The
viral RNAs are thus kept at a balance between degradation and
replication as observed for a Leishmania virus (48) or the Orsay
noda-like virus in its original C. elegans host strain JU1580
(49). Parts of the many RNAi pathways (49) may still be active.
The sRNA patterns differ widely between the viral sequences
both in the same C. remanei QG551 host and between the 2
bunya-like viruses in C. brenneri vs. C. remanei strains. Differ-
ences in sRNA distributions were previously observed for viruses
infecting different wild Drosophila strains (19). The differential
response in the same strain suggests that the viral RNAs are
differentially recognized by the RNAi machinery. Reasons may
be found in their respective biology: 1) a differential localization
in soma vs. germline (the narnavirus may be the most exclusively
associated with the germline, where 22G sRNAs are abundant),
2) a differential localization in males and females, 3) a different
subcellular localization, and 4) different sequences (including
different RdRPs), capping, and folding. We cannot rule out that
the difference is due to incomplete sequences to which the
sRNAs could be mapped, as some locations along the sequence
trigger a sizeable proportion of the reads (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).
The JU1396 bunya-like RNA was found in large clusters
around the early oocyte nucleus and in the late oocyte cytoplasm,
reminiscent of ribonucleoprotein granules, such as P granules,
mutator foci, etc., involved in sRNA pathways and RNA stability
(50–56). Both strands of JU1396 bunyavirus-like RNA appear to
colocalize for most spots, which is expected from a replication
Fig. 5. C. brenneri JU1396 and C. remanei QG551 are not competent for
exogenous RNAi in somatic and germline cells. (A) Injection of dsRNAs against
the unc-22 homolog in C. remanei and C. brenneri and scoring for twitching
progeny. (B) Injection of dsRNAs against Cre-pos-1 in C. remanei and Cbn-cyk-4
in C. brenneri and scoring for embryonic lethality. The control corresponds to
dsRNAs targeting GFP. The number of injected parents is indicated below. Both
strains show embryonic lethality in the control, likely due to inbreeding de-
pression. Generalized linear model testing for the effect of RNAi on the pro-
portion of dead embryos. n.s. indicates P > 0.05. ***P < 10−15.
























































site but may not be expected to occur in such great proportion.
The oocyte perinuclear localization was not observed for the
QG551 bunyavirus-like RNA (note that only our probe targeted
to the plus strand yielded a signal). This implies that the
JU1396 and QG551 bunyavirus-like RNAs have a different bi-
ology as also suggested by the sRNA patterns.
Host Fitness and Reproductive Mode. The impact on host fitness of
harboring these viral-like RNAs is currently unknown. The infected
animals appear superficially normal, but currently, isogenic lines with
and without the viral-like RNAs do not exist; therefore, it is not
possible to assess potential effects of these RNA elements on fitness.
Remarkably, in our surveys of Caenorhabditis nematodes,
vertically transmitted viral-like sequences were found exclusively
in gonochoristic species, namely C. remanei, C. brenneri, and C.
zanzibari, while horizontally transmitted noda-like viruses were
detected exclusively in 2 selfing species Caenorhabditis briggsae
and C. elegans (26–28). How could this pattern be explained?
From the parasite viewpoint, vertical transmission is favorable
if highly efficient, as it ensures transmission. Especially favor-
able for the parasite in the short term are selfing lineages where
the progeny has the same genotype as the parent, rendering the
host incapable of new immune defenses (57). For the host, it
may become favorable to outcross (58). However, the very low
outcrossing level of C. elegans natural populations (59–63) raises
the problem for vertical parasites to persist and spread in a selfing
vs. an outcrossing species. In this context, a given selfing lineage may
die out either due to the vertical parasite or for any other reason;
by contrast, in outcrossing species, the vertical parasites may be
kept in check by sexual recombination yet be efficiently dispersed
and maintained if they have a low impact on fitness.
In conclusion, we here show the presence in an animal of
capsidless viruses transmitted through the germline. The detection
of vertically transmitted viral-like RNA elements in multiple species
of Caenorhabditis nematodes raises the possibility that similar
elements may be more broadly distributed in multicellular eukaryotes.
Additional efforts to identify such elements and define their potential
impacts on host physiology are needed.
Methods Summary
Additional methods are in SI Appendix.
Screening for Viral Sequences. RNAs from mixed-stage populations of
Caenorhabditis wild strains were sequenced. Contigs with similarity to viruses
were identified using VirusSeeker (64). Sequence reads are available at the Se-
quence Read Archive under accessions numbers SRR8869242 to SRR8869245
(BioProject PRJNA531652).
RT-PCR. RNAs of the bleached strains were extracted and used to amplify the
different viral-like sequences by 1-step RT-PCR with the oligonucleotides
listed in SI Appendix, Table S2.
smFISH. smFISH was performed as described (35, 65), except that the hy-
bridization solution contained 20% formamide (probe sequences are in SI
Appendix, Table S2).
Fig. 6. Differential pattern of sRNAs mapping to the different viral-like RNA genomes. (A–D) The stack bar charts display the distribution in length and 5′ nucleotide
of sRNAs mapping onto each viral-like genome. The plus strand is the coding strand. (A) JU1396 sRNAs mapping onto the bunya-like RNA. (B–D) QG551 sRNAs
mapping onto the bunya-like (B), narna-like (C), and sobemo-like (D) RNAs. (E) Proportion of reads mapping to each RNA in QG551 normalized to contig length.



















































sRNA Analysis. RNAs from mixed-stage populations were treated with
5′-polyphosphatase prior to library construction.
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